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To whom it may concern; 

Velocity Truck Centers is honored to serve the trucking community with multiple locations and 

brands of trucks in eastern NC. We take pride in our unique ability as a provider of new and 

used trucks, parts and service for all of our long-time customers.  

As the industry has changed over the past few years with each manufacturer developing their 

own drivetrain and many other proprietary components, coupled with rapidly developing 

technologies including alternative fuels and electric vehicles, we have decided the best way to 

provide you with the finest products and highest level of support will be through focusing on the 

DTNA brands as we do across the country. 

Therefore, we are selling our International franchise to Smith International Trucks, and our Mack 

and Volvo franchises to Transource, N.C. effective 9-30-2022. 

Velocity Truck Centers will continue to operate in all of its current locations except Rocky Point 

NC.  

With the DTNA product offerings along with our Isuzu brand and numerous specialty truck 

brands, Velocity will continue to provide you trucks for every application.  

We will also continue to provide parts for all makes of trucks and offer unparalleled parts 

coverage, expertise, deliveries and support. We will leverage our position as the largest parts 

purchaser from DTNA in the country, to better support you, our customers.  

Velocity Truck Centers has one of the largest service support networks in the industry and 

processes more warranty repairs than any other DTNA dealer group in the country. We are here 

to serve you! 

We want to thank you for allowing us to serve you in the past with multiple name plates and we 

look forward to providing even better service in the future as we narrow our focus and 

strengthen our abilities in N.C. 

 

Stewart Brown 

Regional General Manager 

 


